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The poet's trail- the writer's trade, is a qtrange one':
Ch sterton s04: "Only one thing is; needful everything."

J.L. Borges-

1. Introductionion

What is Writing? A child in school might say that writing is

an exercise to improve penmanship; that it is an extension of
1

ital)cing to oneself; or that it is conversation written down. 4Doets,

linguists, literary analysts and rhetoricians have likewise given

their definitions of writing. ,Perhaps writing is difficult to

define because it,cannot be separated from thinking, creating, or

e'en, from life experiehces_. As an act of communication it involves

both a writer and'a.reader, as well as words on a page. To be a

Writer, one needs to take all of this into account; as Chesterton
/"g

said, everything is relevantk

In the midst of this complexity people still need to :know

answers to some specific questions about writing:. How do children

learn to write?. Why' do some people have difficulties in .writing

well? What is the best way t each writing? Can there be a theory

of good writing? Questions such as these define the goals of our

inquiry.

But where do .-we begin in the analysis of a process as complex

as writing? Rather than attemptihg a global analysis, we have taken

three perspectives, or flashlights, which we hope will illuminate

enough of what writing is all about that we can formulate tentativeti
answers to some of the quetstions posed above. The advantage of a

r,
flashlight is that it highlights only certain aspects of the

process, allowing us to concent.ate on those and ignore the rest,

5
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.which remain in darkness. The result of such an analysis, then, is '

not a. Coherent and unified theory of writing, but rather some new

insiqhtsinto the process from several perspectives, and new sets of

questions whose answers would. contribute to a more coMpehensive

theory.

',With our first flashlight, we see writing as a communicative

act (Section- 2). The observation that to write is to communicate,

though commonplace, has major, and. sometimes surprising,

implications fo atheory of'writing. It forces us to focus on the

active role of the reader and leads vs to an emphasis on the

audience in choosing tasks for beginning writers. With our. second

flashlight, we see writing in the context of a taxonomy of

communicative` acts. In Section 3 we, explore the d'iffer'ences between

1

writing and 'conversing, writing and lecturing, writing a play

writing a story and spotlight the important theoretic and

practical implications of these differences. Our third flashlight

focuses on writing as a decomposable process whoSe product must

still fulfill an overall communicative functiOn (Sections 4-8). To

this end, we train the flashlight sequentially on various

'subprocesses of writing - discovering and manipulating ideas and

generating text at different structural levels. The analysis is

only an initial attempt to specify the elements of a process theory

of 'Writing, a eneorywhich will evolve from questiOris suggested

this process- oriented view.

These three persgecbives allow us to begin to formulate answers

to some of the questions posed above. In terms of teaching writing,

they- lead- us to search for tasks which, although they are less
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complex than writing a story from start to finish, Still maintain
4 4

the primary function of language- to communicate' to an aUclience

(see Sections 9 and 10) . To. take an over-siMplerekample, we would

prefer the task: "Write a funny sentence using the word, 'banana'

to the task-4 "Write 5 sentences each using the word 'banana,'"

because the former takes into account an audience who night laugheat

the sentence.

er implication for education follows directly from viewing

ting as a process composed of subprocesses.. Teaching people to:

separate the various task components allows them.to learn how to use

the most effective generation strategies for each,subprocess, how to

edit 4,ith respect to each subprocess, and how to ignore otherl.

. constraints while working on a subprocess (Flower & Hayes, in

press). People who write a lot develop many of these techniques in

the course of their experience, but they are not usually faUght 'to

'children explicitly and must be ledrned in, ea painful trial and error

fashion. .Yet, knowing techniques 'is clearly not sufficient for good

writing, since a technique for achieving one communicative goal may

interfere with the achievement of another. For example,. the

introd ction of humor may _strengthen the,. hold on the readers

.intere t, while simultaneously lessening the reader's respect for a

posit on being argued. Our discussion of writing as a communicative

act with explicit goal's provides a preliminary

discussing these interactions.

Equally important for a theory of writing and for 'teaching.

writing is a theory of the text-structure corrstraint4 operating in

fluent writing. Stich a theory would be a theory of goad ctures
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well-formed structures. 1ost theories heretofore

have concentrated on defining well-formedness. For example, a

sxntactic grammar attempts to specify the set of well-formed

, sentences (cf. Chomsky,. 1958) and a story, grammar attempts to

`specify the aet of well-formed stories (cf. Rumelhart, 1975). But

books on how to write (cf,.-Strunk & White, 1972;_liall, 1973) specify .

a diffeient class of constraints on sentence, paragraph, and text

structures; const4ints designed tb make texts more readable and

memoable.. The good structures fitting these constraints ark in

general a subset of the set, of well-formed struatures. Our focus on

the subprocesses of writing and the structural levels of text

provides a framework for defining effective text structures.

Finally,,a theory of writing should provide a description of

where the. major difficulties arise in the process. Insights into

these difficulties arise trlom a consideration of the differences

among various language experiegces and the move demanding cognitive

skills writing entails. We provide here some
4'

acharacterization of

the,problems most often experienced by beginning writers, as well as

some techniques for surmounting these problems.
.

2. Writing as a Communicative Act

One might .think of writing as a process whereby one person -

"moves." ideas from his or heir mind into the mind of another. Such a

view, often called the "transportation metaphor", appears plausible

at first glance. .Conjures' up phrases from mathematical

information and communication theory such as -"the- fate of

information transfer", which in turn suggest that writing is

-`4 -
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rring ideas to paper." ,Reading is.then a process,

of recovering ae informatidn in the text. If the channel is not

too "noisy", then the ideas 1. have moved successfully from one

mind' to the other.

Chat the trahspoitatio

be. seen from a Consideration

writer, the. other to

metaphor is hopelessly inadequate can .

f two points, one related to the

reader. The first point'is that ideas

necessarily evolve with the roductibn of text. What seem to be

three good points initiall, become two; or four, when they must be

expresseff in Words. The nee

ideas to be produced. Wor

TheSe phenomena are central,

to connect ideas causes connecting

s themselves stimulate idea'produGtion.

not just incidental, aspects of the

activity of writing. *th s the ideas we "move" to the paper come

into existence during and b cause `6"f the act of moving

The second point is' t at the supposed channel for infOrmation

from the writer to the reader is worse than unpredictably noisy.

The reaaere plays an activ: role in determining what. information is

to be tTansferxed and may, read not only between the lines, but .

.
i.entirely .outside them. Infoematiorp never intended to be

Communicated can be understood'',-by the reader. Knowing that the

reader is an active p rticipank should and does suggest to the good

writer a concern f show the text will be read, not just how dt is

written. The Write must, in effect, take the position of ,the

reader, and int rpret the text as the imagined reader would. This

means th'at the witer'has to apply his or h eliefs about how the

reader' will construct- imodel of the text's meaning. Whe*e the

meaning would be, bme uncleat, the wr1iter must re-write, taking into
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unt, how thb imagined reader might be straying down the wrong

path. This constraint on writing s, of course, impossible to apply

pe #fec ly for one reader, 'much lesS'for, all -readers. In fhct, one

of the ost difficult aspects of writing, especially for beginners,

mafr be the necessj.ty to address an UnkOwp and non-individual

a0diend'e (See 'Bruce, 4977 for' a discUssion of this issue as it

applies to reading).

IRejection of the transportation metaphor widens the scope of

questions a writer should be concerned with, but also makes possible

;better writing. Fox example, a wr iter should consider that

/correct idea, well expressed, may still fail to achieve the writer's

purpose. The writer needs to ask questions such as the following:

4
-Is the form of text (e.g., parody, argument, fable)

1

. /

-I

I .

appropriate to the function it is.expected to serve?

-Will the imagined reader be affected the desired may?

- Are simultaneous functions (e.g., humdr and information)

being served?

- Does eaog"structural level achieve its purpose?

In an effort to make this analysis more focused, we have

idtmtified four principles ..that form tacit objectives in any

communicative act. In writing, these obectives are realized by

different structures and devices at differe t levels of a text.

There are sometimes other objectives, such as making a text legally

unambiguous, but these four appear to hav= the greatest generality.

Comprehensibility - Animportant objecti e in writing is to make the

text as easy as possible for the eader to understand: What the

6 - 10
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s,
writer must do is to give the reader enough clues to construct ttis

correct model of the teat.. Some strategies that increase`

comprehensib4ity are the following: using examples to illustrate

general principles, filling in intervening steps in arguments,A and

using short, simple sentences.

Enticingness - If'a reader gets bored and puts aside a text befobe,

finishing it, its comprAhensibility is. irreleVant. Therefore, it is

-qmportan't to use variousidevices to hold the reader'd. attention. In

conjunction 'with this, it is sometimes wi§est'to include the most
4

important information in the beginning, in case the reader stops

reading for some'reason. There a ?e a variety of devices designed to

accomplish this objective: pyFamid .text form, the use of suspense dr

humor, and entrapping the reader emotionally with the'characters.

Persuasiveness - Commonly in e4ository texts, the goal is not only

to explain some set of ideas, but also to convince the reader the

ideas are true (Martin ,& Ohmann, 1963. Therevare a nujnber of

devices used to make texts more persuasive: the argument form used

in some texts, admission by the writer of any problems or

limitatiqns., the detailed description of methods used, and the

invocation of autn.oritative opinion.

Memorability - Ari'important principle, particularly for expository"

writing, is to structure the writing so that the reader can hold the

essential parts of the text in memory. This quality, which we call

memorability,.goes beyond ease of understanding. A text can be easy

to understand ,. but not very me.morable;'\magazine 'articles, for

7
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'example, are ofter\ highly readable but nearly impossible to remember

after 'a fdw days.

/Memorability is achieved in d- n umber of ways at different

levels of text. *Using structures that are easy to remember, suchNas

tree structures, lists, and tabs, is one important means. The use

of headings and statements about the structure of the text also-help

the reader organize the material to remember the key points.

Expdriments by Meyer (1975) and Thorndyke (1977) have shown how

diffdrent structural aspects of, text. affect people's ability to

remember

Theyiew of writing as a communicative act between the .writer

and the readers, rather than as idea transportation, leads to a

number of research questions:.

-How much do writeu differ in their implttii use of a

model of the reader?

-Can a 'beginning writer be taught to think of the text

from the perspective. of a typical reader?

-How does writing differ from other communicative acts?

-What techniques are available to a writer to avoid having

to simulate the imagined reader at every step?

-HOw can WA production and text production be integrated?.

-How can a writer evaluate the text with respedt to it s

purpose', given that ideas cannot just "be" in the text?
4

12,,
8 -
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3. Writing and tier Language:Experiences. , ,

,

There are many inherently'different,lxiguage experiences, from
, ,

I .

.
ireading comics to liistening to a lecture, from writipg a letter to_ b

talking with' friends, from wa%ching-i play t a novel: Each

of these places different demands upon :the pare cipants, d ifferenFes,

7 ,

which account for Some of the specific difficulties. experienced in

various media' 'In .partiCular, we cannot fully understand.writing
,

until we understand its relationship to the oral language
v

experiences. upon yhich children's linguistic knoWledge is based.
.

,

The differenc'es between this experience and writing fall infolkwo

m aior categories: those haying to
69
'do with the communicative medium

. ,

and those having-to do.with the message. We give a sketch, here of

the significance of, these differences ( 9 ee-Rubin, 1478, for further

44-
details).. E., ....W.

. ....
0

With respect to communicative medium, there are at least seven

SN:Allen4ions,along which ianguage'experiences,can vary. The contrasts
i

are- mad.e.., between the experiences, not just the 'vehicles for the

message: for example', between being 'in a colversatiOn.apd writing" a

stoy,', -.rather than between a conversation. and a story. In terms. of

v the seven dimensions, a person's oral ladguagg, experience lies at

one extreme and writing apstory.dt.the Other. The dimensions are

the following: : 0
,

et

Interaepton - A person in a conversation can ask and be asked

. questions. A writer, on the 'other hand, bust ensure that the
...

message will be,qnderstood.without such interaction, There are thus

much'gFOter demainds On his or her moael'of the reader.
0

- 9
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Involvement - In conversation each participant talksitto the others.

, Writing is only ocdasi ally directed ito' specific person: t is.
0' -
sometimes directed to someone other than the reader;, and characters

in a written stdry,direct their Aialogue to each other, not the
mil- . .-

reader, These are major complications for the person just learning
J '

t...-' r

to write. / -%.

0

Modality - .The, techniques used in speech for emphaeis,

"clarification', etc. are often unavailable to the 'writer., Fbr
41414 -

exampley the sentence, "Mary brought the cider", could mean, "It'vias

Mary who brought the cider" or "It was the cider Mary brought." In

speech,' one would 'use stress to accomplish the same function that

th'e relative clause constructiOn serOes in writing.

Spatial Commonality,- writing, one does not have the benefit of

a shared spltial context which allows the use of extralingUistic

communication such as gestures and facial expressions and'easy

reference to directions and places, a. g., "herel and "thete".

Temporal Commonality --Similarly, a writer must work with the fact

that the reader will be reading the material at a time different

from when it was written.

.

Concreteness, of Referents - A writer cannot take advantage of the.

shared visual presence of objects and events, e.q.,."this bowl",

."that window". Descriptions of such 'objects must be built up step

by step', rather than perceived all at once.

14

- 10 -
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. .

.

s., t.t ,
. ..._

.

Separability, of Characters , The`` writer must use linguistic devices
,

.

,

to make distinctions among different peo. plete statements and
,
points

.

of iview; in conver'sation, the source of each utteranc6is more
4--.

immediately clear'.

Writing :a story' differs from the typica/ oral language

experience in that there pis no interaction between the sender

(writer) and the receiver (reader) of the story; the message cannot

be directed to. one reader; thlmodality is text, not speech: the

reader and write-7,do notshare a ipatio-temporaL context; and the

Writer must make a special effort to f(aintain the distinction'among

different people's statements and points of view. Some, of tthese
k

differentes area illustrated in Figure 1'. The boxes represerit

language experiences and the- arrows between the boxes show the

dimensionS of variation. The cerIter. bOx,'labeled "KID", represents

a child's typical oral language experience. Following the arrows,

one can see that "writing a play" or "writing a, story' without

pictures" is maximally, ,removed from the KID experience, and hence,

presumably, from the skills .the child is most familiar with.
0

The disparity (as communicative media) between a child's

typical oral conversation and writing accounts in part for

AC
difficulties in learning to write. But.the experjences also differ

, -

in terms Of messaie., While conversations often wander from subject

to ,subject, good texts have a topical coherence wherein each

sentence gives necessary information about characters, situations,

plot, or argument. The purposes of participants in conversations

are also often ill,defined. 'They,,can change rapidly depending upon
ti
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the %.,Itterances' of 'other participants .,or

situaOn . 'Texts', an the other hand, require themes to be

A Cognitive-Scienbe Approachto Writing,
U.

upon events in, the'

%

'be ex

d to serve a sustained purpose. These differences need .to

Ggd if we are to build a theory of writing on to understand

the dOelopment of writingl'skills.

,

,]

4 A Process Model of WritinE*
:;

a/.

Wit* the Perspectives given above'in mind, we now examine the

process by which a pike of text is const

. _ .nri.(1-1-1 repaiked Spat he always 4t abdut
, -.....*-

ilea` seeking a for and a form se king an idea. When these-

ca e together he. :Could produce 1 oetry. We would like to

heal: an

not4ons

examine

ucted (see Figure'2),. W.H.

ith two notions in his

the processes that 'create the id as and the forms, or

structures 'that make wri/ting possible. T4ough these' processes may

occur simultaieously an interactively, a Boyd way_of understanding

them, is as, separate 'steps in a proved re. The 'urpose of the

procedure is to -create a text that 'sat

constraint4s, coming from three sources: t
4. ,

Sfies a -variety pf

xt struct re (w4 are

good eentenct,for1ms, paragtaPh forms, and tex forms) , content (what
:,
,. ... ,

ideas are toibe 'expr'essed. and how are they
.',..,,e

,. ea

(how does writer -want to affect the rea er and wh t is his or

her model of 0 reader).' Trying to satiS*fya 1 these \constraints

lated) , end pure se

at once makes4Tdting difficult, often,1 ling to 7writingAbloce in

adults anOch sen. I

. '
1

1 .

The-. pro ses of idea production and text production'd'iffer in 7- -------

.
,

1 ,

4#
,

,

,
;

,,

fundahlenta While the final text' mast be &linear Sequence of 1,

.

r-wOrds, th re 4 the process of idea production, is a- Set of
] .,.. ...
]

,
7
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ideas withe many internal connections, only a few of which may fit

the linear model desirable for text. Although the set, of, ideas

generated is subject to rules of logical consistency, plausibility
, --

and relevance, theSe rules are traditionally less codified than the

,
...t,,

.
, . .

..

rules for text production, and tpe.n'umber of
..

allowable relationships,
.

between ideas is greater than the number of allowable relationships
m

.
- ,

. ,.. .

,between elements of text. :This difference is reflected in the fdct

1

that advice given for idea production usually has a free -style -.,

quality to it: people are advised to brainstorm,. to use ..1dventurous

thinking or to employ synectiqs (Bartlett, 1958; Flower & Hayes, in

press),- while advice for "telxt production is more structured and
.

1

rule-oriented.
1

i

In the next four secti'ossq discuss firstl the production of .

.
, - ,...

.

", 4,,

ideas; 'second, the productionlof text.; third, d vices for producing
1 .

.

.

good texts; and fourth, editing both ideas _ and text to meet

communicative goals. "N

5: Idea Production

Si

At least two differen subprocesses are involved in idea

production: discovering ideas and manipulating ideas. Separating
,

, -

the diffeient subprocesses allows a writer to apply Systematic

generation and editing strat gies for each process. We describe
.. .,,.

below some strategi,S..th are most effecti for-xpoertiallwOut

t,

.

._

.1.'

that can be applied to other forms ofAilting-34w.w li..1, \

The two 'substepS of\ide production are illustxatea in Figures
_ .

3 and 4. The figures describe the writing of this paper. Figurt 3

thows'someof the ideas we collected (but did not necessarily use) ,

- 15 - 19
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Writing-talking differences

abstract or fanciful content in writing

-permanence of writing v. transience of conversation

-long duration of writing process p. short duration

of reading prooess

-contrast between stories and conversation

-looser structure in conversation than in writing

-lack of redundanoe in text
........

\'45'Intermediate tasks

-working with ideas of others
. 4

-tollecting ideas as a group

-editing

-writing sentences

-writing paragraphs

-writing down conversation

FraCtionation of. subprocesses

-as an effective 'writing method

-as a teaching method

-relation to editing

Grouping ideas

-logical

-temporal,

pfis. -dialectical

-ixample/of

-oontairnt

7,1

..

Fig. 4. Man'pulattng ideas. Ideas from Figure 3 are put in
tent dive groups, which, in turn, suggest new ideas
(in i alics). The outlined group of ideas corresponds
to the section ofteXt that is expanded in Figure 5.
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.

while .Figure 4 shoW the manipulattonNA some of the ideas.
,,..i.,

A
*

'!' Si
Throughout, the gener tion ,of ideas was subject to content

constraints, which we e in turn modified by purpose constraintq.
,L

Fore example, our 'intent on in Section 3 of the paper was to
v,

emEihasize' aspects of writing that have implications for learning to

1 wr ke. This purpose modi ied content constraints, which specified

that the differences be Ween writing and talking were to be

discussed, in thg directio of more detail on medium 'differences.

Some of the'questions uggested by this4view of idea production

are the following: cr;

1

-That are the different w,iyg people collect ideas (e.g., Writing:

down random thoughts, writing down remarks of others)?

-How much call one.focus the collecting process?

-Can collecting idea's be done,as a group project?

-What are the different stratggies people use for idea generation

compare and conlrast)?

-What strItegies are used for representing and writing"down the

ideas tIrdt are formulated (e.g., categories and lists, random

collections, boxes and .arrows)?
,

A -Whdt are the different ways people group ideas ?.
,.,.

0,

, -What relations define groups (e.g., temporal, Logical,

,example-of, subsumes, ,antithesisY?

Discovering Ideas

Fortunate indeed would be a° writer whose ideas were always

crisp and full developed. He or, she could then concentrate every

;

bit of energy on deVeloping structures to express those ideas.

ft?:

-18- 22
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of us scian te'arn that that writer is someone ,1 else. We resign
,

ourselves to. the possibility of change in our ideas,as,we try to

formulate, them. Writing becomes both aithinking and 'an expressive
... ,-

-
_

. .
activity. Van NoStrandls "functional- writidg"

*-

(Van Nostrand,
0.i

.

.
.

. y
Knoblauch, ticquire, t*,Pettigrew, 3,1977) iS a.

y
good example of a

.

. - , \-
. .

curriculum wliich recognizes this unity- creative thinking and
. 4 ,0- 4i

,

wr it ing.

. ..1 - .

This-approach to writing ise
altO.

bgether natural and effictive,
, - .'

,

yet the pfpcess.Of discovering ideag is `often omitted in discussions

1.

A -4t

of writing. Tr? our model of writing,' its is, an,integrel;part.

Whether we call. it "creating", "discovey", "colle'cting" or

"catching" it is, probably best characterized by example,. and by
.... . .

examples of methods to .do it. It7is the process of 'observing with a

s .

' trained eye,
'f
ot
c
gathering data'that can be, used at le -Unforeseen

.
.

...,

time. Figure '3 shows some cif the collecting thatpreceded'the
t ,

writing of this paper. Experience with computer modelling of
, . .

,

conversations, for instance ,provided us with dati.potentially '
A ..

relevant tosthe'writing process. The, data was, however, neither

well formulated nor connected.to °thee' data in a useful way.

The forigat of Figure 3 is intended to emphasize this relative

formlessness of ideas at the 'collecting stage. There are,

nevertheless, some constraints that aptly, even at this stage. Each

of the ideas is evaluated for is releVancelto the subject matter,
,

,
, *.

writin§. An example of this he idevolution of. the , ea that a
, 9.''.

, , .

reader's task is that of co strutting & model of a' story, to the

idea that the writer's task is /to supply the reader with sufficient-

cues to build that model. he impetus for this transformation is,

/ "49- 23
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the. writer's desire . to view the -original insight from the

perspective of the writing process.

One of the simplest yet most important strategies for writing

on a given topic is towrite down all, the ideas that are related to

the topic. It is important to 'do' this before imposing a text

structure, in order"" to include is releVant as many ideas -as

possible. .(Flower)& Hayes, in press).

. Other Systematic strategies for discovering ideas include:

(a) Free associating on the topic.

(b) --Keeping a journal of relevant ideas and events.

(c) Brainstorming with'a group.

(d) Looking in books (source materialt).

(e) Getting suggstiont 'fr'om a teacher, parent or friend.

Essential to, all these strategic is getting the ideas down 'in

tangible form, so that they are ready fo idea manipulation,' the

-> next stag#,.

5..2,..Manipithatin4 Ideas

The beginning of imposing Structure, on a set of idea's is to put

the ideas into groups, combining small units lnto successively

larger ones. The groups themselves become stimuli for further ideas
a

(as shown in FiRure 4). To stimulate as-many additional lideas as

possible, the writer 'should try various groupings, noticing any

systematic patterns that occur.

Our goal in constructing a theory of idea, production is to

identify the..strategies appropriate to different subprocesses and to

specify when particular strategies should: be used In general,
ft.

-20- 24
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'these strategies for writing are not carried out in a Strict __order.

In fact writers often use' one step as p stimulus to :ttle others.

SomeWriters, for instance, write down as many ideas'as possible in

no particular order, under the assumption that groups will emerge.

Others dpfine groups first in order to facilitate the, production.

In either case, the processes of idea collection and idea

O .
manipulaion are interleaved, each providing.material, for the other

to work on.

There are various strategies for systematically grouping ideas.,

Most of them operate 'so -as to generate pew ideas as well as

structuring the original ideas. We can -illustrate this with two

types of structuring strategies:

e'

Compare and Contrast: Here the writer juxtaposes ideasin order to

notice their similarities and differences, looking for analogies

that underlie similar cases, and for explanatory principles that

produce the similarities and differences. For example, if a writer

is trying to describe the experience of eating a banana he or. she

will notice it is not as squashy or tangy as an apricot, hor as

crisp' as an apple, nor as stringy as meat. By systematically

exploring the space of fOods, he or'she will think of moSt of the

dimensions in which to-describe how a banana tastes.

taxon imi ze, Dirdensionalize, Componetialize:- Another effective

strategy is to try to find ways of listing the ideas to form a

taxonomy.. For each rist the writer should then look to see if there
-

is an underlying,&irkension or dimenseicins that imposes structure on

the list. If there is a dimensionalized space underlying the ideas,

7 21 -25.
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then, it may be possible to see the explanatory principles which

structure the space. Furthermore, if there are any missing points
.

or cells, a new idea dorreeonding to that ce.11 can be generated and
.

checked for plausibility. Tr' this way steucturing ideas generates

new ideas.

An ..example of the effectiveness, of this strategy is the
-

/develobment tthe periodic table in 'chemistry. Before the -'

disco ty of the periodic table, the cheinical elements merely fotmed

groups of similar entities'. Mendeleyev's 4/discovery of the
s .

two-dimensional structure of the elements led to the discovery of
41 .,70" -%

s

new elements which filled missing cells.0.th- the structure, and to

discovery of the atomic model which yields some explanator

principles Underlying the organization'-of the'table.

6. Tent Production -

In oraeN tO)rogp8e t t it is necessary to impose texil

. -

structures pn the ideas.
,. .,

w 1
. ,

The '--longer.- the text, the more 'such levels there are. Fot

structures occur at different levels.

.

sidpfiCity; we will assume that there are' just four levels: the'

text- level, the paragraph levelt_the sentence level, and the word

level. In most of the discs ion we be occupied, with only the ,

first three levels. Separating the various steps in producing text

'structure helps the writer fn,two-ways: it simultaneouSly 6.ases -the,

,number of constraints that must be satisfied at ie time and it

increases .theorikelihood 'of satisyihg any particular constraint.

Figure 5 shows a trade of" these' Steps for A paragraph- 6f this

paper. The first, box shows the major ,sections Of the papei.
4v,

2i
_
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Paragraphs

Introduction

Writing as a communicatiNeAct

1Writing and other la#912age_experipeces
I

1 . _
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ea Units'

Several dimeniIons-of variation 'in languige
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experiences

Dif- ferences in terms of medium

Medium differences summarized

.-1 Me'ssage dimensions

.

lead-in: medium is part of'difference, but
mwageis also important

examples: content
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purpose

closing: need to explore these differences

(also closes section)

Fig. 5:Producing-structures. The figure shows successiVe
eleboraition of the structure of this paper, from
organizatfon lilt°, sec isns to tire internal rtructil're- ,:,

of the paragraph that expresses the group shown in/
Figure 4., '
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Section 3 is then expanded into paragraphs. Finally, the last

paragraph 'is expanded into idea units. Each of the idea units is

expressed by one or more sentences, e.g., the.lead-in:

The' disparity .(as communicative media) between a

child's typical oral conversatio and w'iting accounts

in part for difficulties in lear Ag to write.' But.the"
9

experiences also differ in terms. of message.

express the first idea unit:

medium is part of difference, but message is also

important.

The processes involved in producing text, whether they

operate on the word level, the sentence level, the paragraph

level, or the text level, must produCe a linear sequence which

satisfies pertain grammatical rules and which simultaneously

achieves important communicative goals. In order to Spare the

writer,he process of simulating the reader at each'step, certain

devices and vemtions have developed'ighich reflect the results,

of the simulation. They represent, in essence, compiled wisdom.

Some of thete conventions are self-reinforcing; the more writers

use "once upon a time" to begin a story, the more readers will

Come_ tO
I
expect that opening line and the more writers will cater

to their expectations. The following section Lists some textual

devices which ,aid Writers in the difficult task of finally

'producing a linear representation of their Ideas.

Some .of the ,research questions suggested by this view of

Oner4ing structure are the following:,

- 24 - 2,6
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-What are the useful breakdowns of structure 'into levels
0

(text,,paragraph, sentence, etc.)

-What are the different ways.- people satisfy structure

- constrai,nts?

Y/ -What are the most effective methods for*sitiseying structural:

constraints? -

-How should transitions be handled ?,

F

. *

,-What is the relation between text forms (e.g., story or

argument) and structural levels?

7. Devices for Text Production
-

The tacit goals of writing are realized by at-least three

_different kindS of devices: structural devices, --stylistic

devices, and content devices. 'Sometimes aparticular device

serves several different goals =; sometimes it may serve one

objective, while interfering with another- objective., -, 16

1 different types of texts, each of these goals may be more o;.less

important.. TherefotC it is essential to determine how 'different

Aevices affect each of these-goals, so that their use can be

optimi2ed to serve the specific goals of a particular text.

-7.1 Structural Devices

The goals 'of communication can be-achieved atdifferent-

levels of text structure. At each level,. there are specific

forms that the writers can use to helpYfulfill those principles.

We will describe structures at the text, paragraph, and sentence

levels' bearing in mind that in longer texts there are often

additional'intermedi.de levels.

- 25. - 29
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7 .1:T Tex Level Devices
. _

The EbIlowing examples illustrate the kinds of text -level

A Cognitive Science Approach to Writing

'..forms that occur in writing. J

, Pyramid Form:-Any text can be structured 'so as to cover the most
A

important ideas-or-events first, and then to fill in more and

more- detail on succeeding -passes through the material. Stories

are'cOvered.this way Ih. newspapers, so that readers can stop at

diflerent'., levels, of detail. This is also an effective structure
r

tor textslkesigned "to teach, since it cov4rs. material in the
,

Poidef easiest to learn (Norman, 19734 Ca: llins & Adams, 1977) .
.

% ,
. .

?

Story or Narrative Form: Any text can be Ofructured according to

..,the temporal and caaal. relations between the events that
A

g

occurred. 'Story, grammars (Rumelhart, 1975, 1977; Mandrer A

Johnson, 1977) attempt o give a formal characterization of story .

structure, Obviously most fiction uses some form of: narrative

.4 structures,- but it can be used in other forms of text as well.

;,

For example, a scientist may use narrative structure to describe

4-what was thought and done in a'temporal sequence as a story

unfolding.

2.

Argument Form: The.Gceeks developed several formulas the

structure of an oration. This kind of structure has been

retained in part in the structure of such documents_ as legal

briets- and scienti rticles. One version of the form.-is he
(

following: introduction, background, definition of issues,

statement of=mhat is to be proven,, arguments for and against the
.. ,

. - 26 -
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thesis, refutation of Oppos ng arguments, and summation., (Lanham,

1969): Argdment ,form is signed to b uasive and hence is

really only appropriate for expository text.

Process-Of-Elimination'Obrm: This is a kind o. inverted pyramid
40/

structure where the writer malts an argument by eliminating all

the possible alternativeS (a form Used, for,instance, in Bailyn,

1967). It is a risky structure, because it me ns taking UP the

least important and least interesting Points first. We meHtion.

it because in writing it is important to cbnsider what structures
1 ,

are good. and what bad for achiesing different objectives.
1

Process-of-elimination structure may be good;for persuading the

reader, but ineffective for,holding his or her dhterest.

7.1.2 Paragraph Lever Devices

Paragraph structures are as diverse 'as text structures. A

common paragraph structure consists of the following: statement

,of thesis, 'elaboration of thesis, and summarization of thesis.

In this scheffie the elaboration can be realized'many diffeient
,

ways: by giving an example, by supplying supportive evjdence,

etc. Other 'paragraph structures consist Of4kah'episode'from a

stream of events or a description of a Scene or'object.

3 Sentence Level Devices

Sentence 'structures are the most diverse ofall, though some

'writers use only a small repertoire of sentence frames quite
..

successsfu4y. We descLbelbriefLy two sentenbe:types that Strunk

& Whites (1972) ive as examples of tight and loose consttuctdong.

- 27 -
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(a) Because (old idet), (new idea) .

("Because the store was closed, we went back home").

This is a tight construction, 6ecau4 it puts the given

information in the first part of the sentence, the new

information 'in the second part of the sentence, and links

them in a, strong way (Haviland & Clark, 1974). This

construction. therefore makes for ease of understanding and

persuasiveness:

(b) (Idea 1), pncl (Idea I).

("The store was clbsed and we went back home").
o4.

This 'is 'a loose , construction which writers frequently

overuse.., In this construction there is no eMphasi% on the

givennew distiftction, nor does the conjunction specify how.

the two idea's are related. It is this very lack of
..- , ,, , i ,,

specificity that permits its oieruse.'.
,

Stylistic Devides

By stylistic devices, werefer to such elements in writing
4

as cOn1/4r'ast, rhetorical questions ", humor, suspense, -etc.
4wrt.

include here the use of pictures, though 'the placement

somewhat, arbitrary. Like the structural forms, these stylis is

devices exist at every level of text'structure.

7.2.1 Use of pictures
b

Pictures-have several properties that impact
f

.
.

objectives of writing; (1) they tend to be attention getting and
,I

,

.

so can 'help to hold onto the reader long enough to get

different
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information across; (2) they tend to be more memorable than text,

(cf, Bower, 1972,,Pa4viO, 1971') so that they are useful whele

forgetting is a major problem, and (3) they are able to

r

communicate spatial ideas m ore easily than text, but generally
I

,

ar e ridmited in what ideas they can communicate) ,

7.2.2 Use of contrast

Contrast generally serves to enhance the clarity of a text.

It is particularly useful for juxtaposing correct interpretations

or procedures with incorrect ones. lit. also generally ants to

increase memorability, but can lead to later confusions when,for

example, the reader cannot remember which interpretation is

correct. Sorting out the effects or contrast on memorability

would be one of our goals in specifyingsa theory of writing.

.2.3 Humor

Humor is a-device which'can be very effective in achieving

communicative goal of holding the reader's interest.

owever, it may, by creating a less serious copkext, make it more

difficult to achieve the goal'of persuading the reader. This is
,

a good example'of the interactions that must be considered .)when

using any of the devices; no device is uniformly effective for

every purpose.

,-7.2.4 Suspense

Another important device for bothsnarrative and expository

text is suspense. Ii the most general way, suspense is created

by communicating just enough (of an argument or a sequence of

I

9

4

.1

- 29 -
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Actions) that the reader is induced to imagines.a completion. The

'reader then becqmes more Active, hence more attentive, and, since

he or she makes the\ conclusions, .is more easily persuaded.

However, suspense itself has a disadvantage, since it may make

the text less comprehepsible, if the reader cannot or.does not

complete the implied patterns.

7.3 Content Devices

There are three elements of the underlying idea stru4ure of
.

a text that havd strong effects op its clarity and memorability.

We refer to these as the hierarchical stricture Of the ideas, the

tangibility of the, ideas, and the connectivity of 'the ideas.

7.3.1 Hierarchical, Structure

The surface form of text is a linear structure, but

underlying the linear structure is a higher level organization of

ideas (Meyer, 1975). This unqerlying structure can be

hierarchical to :a greater or lesser degree. There is prObably

some optimum balance to achieve clarity and memorabilityi too

flat a structure overloads 'ones ability to remember all *e

/parallel elements. Too deep a structure overloads one's .ability

to remember all the levels of embedding, and to keep straight

their interrelationships.i Probably, a branching hierarchical

structure with 3 to 6 elements, at each branch is optimal.

(Mandler,1967).

0
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.7,

7.3.2 Tangibility af the Ideas

I
Ideas exist at all levels of abstraction in the hierarch

from ,very global ideas pervading the text tp very specific ideas

realized in'each sentence. Ideas at all revels can be more or

less , tangib-ler Tangibility involves ,,such notions as how tightly

or'explicitfY the idea is formulated. One way to make an idea

,.

more tangible is_ to-'nar9e it. We are Using this device here by
..

(i

assigning the word "tangibility", 'to the concept we are
,,

discussing., When an idea is named, it is then possible to attaCh .

t ,

different, properties to . it. 1-This can make, the text more

1

memorable, but at the same time overuse of this device can make a

text sound full 15,:f jargon and, thus less comprehensible .fla

persuasive. 3

7.3.3 Connectivity.

The tore. explicit a writer can make the 'relationships

between each new idea and the previous text, the easier it is for
, -

the reader to follow. Good writers' have a large store of

connective operators that can be used to indicate precisely where

each new idea .fits into the discourse Structure. Examples are

phrases such as "Accordingly, "In contrast," and "One

implication of the above arguments." Such connective operators

can even, be used to cover.up flaws in the content, resulting, in
q

4

Polished but empty prOse.

ar - 31 -
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''', ri

8. Good Structures - Editing
,

t
.

Most swriters feel that editing is as crucial an aspect of

good* .writing as idea and text production. Unfortunately,

children have the intuition that once a text ie gemerated, it is

finished. Thus in teachiAg writing one major tactic is to teach

students to ,,step' back 'and look at their writing from another

perSan's point.' of view (Scardamalia, Bereiter, & McDonald, 1978) .

6

It may be- useful to teach .students 'some specific editing

operators that skilled writers acquire after extensive practice
7

in viewing their writing from the outsidd. In order to edit

successfully, a :writer must lift him or herself out of the text

and assume .the role of the imagined reader. Editing must be done

to modify parts of 'the tett which thpreader would find lacking
r'

enticingness.

Editingoperators-exist at each level 'text structure.

The editing operators for. the most part parallel the structural

devices discussed above, but .they also reflect the kinds of

corrections writers must make for typical errors. We list below.

some of the editing operators beginning writers should, learn to

apply.

Some text. level operators ?are the following: (a) Delete

extraneous material. Any sections' of text that are not

necessary, or that nothing else in the text depends n, should

probably be deleted. (b) Add headings and plan of text. Anything

done to make the structure, of the text more visible helps the

reader. (c) Move important ideas to the'front. If the movf

- 32
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interesting or important ideas are buried in the middle of the

text, the reader may never find them. (d) Qualify at beginning,

not in each sentence. If there is a need to qualify. the

,
certainty of a whole section of text, move all the qualifications

k,

into a general statement at the beginning.

Some paragraph level operators are the following: (a) Split

long paragraphs into two. Except in narrative text, longi

paragraphs are e hausting to read and hard to remember, so the

writer shguld shorten them i.ahere possible. (b) Make )fists or

tables': Where a paragraph is discussing a whole series of ideas,

it helps,the reader if the.writer puts them into lists or tables

where the parallel structure is- apparent. (c) Add topic and

concluding sentences. Paragraphs that do not start with -a topic

sentence or conclude with a 'summary sentence can often be

improved., ,(d) Put in connective phrases. Very often phrases

0 like "therefore" find "nevertheless" can make clear ithe relation

A

between different ideas in the paragraph.

Some, sentence level operators are the following: (a)

Delete empty words and phrases. There are a number o'f words and

phrases that creep into textftand can bedeleted, such as "seems

to be", adverbial modifiers, alternatives in "end" and "or"
a9

constructions. (b) Create parallel structures. Often sentences

are difficult to understand because parallel structure is not

.maintained in different clauses or phrases. (c) Break long

sentences into shorter' sentences., If'a sentence is too long, it

helps to make two sentences out of the one, as it almost always

possible. (d) Turn passive sentences-into active sentences.
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Passive` sentences often lead to awkward constructions, which a

change to active voice can eliminate.

Using theA and other editing operators, a goo d procedure

A

for text production becomes:

1. Create a detailed outline of the text structure.

2. Apply text-level editing operators.

. 3. Create a semi-text with all the ideas included in paragraphs,

..but not "in finfthed sentences.

4.-Apply paragraph-level editing operators.

5. Create finished text.

Apply sentencellevel. editing operatort.

This 'step by, step approach helps the writer because he or the can

edit at several levels before producing finished text. It also

allows concentration on-generation and editing with respect 'to

one aspect of the text at a time, thus helping to overcome

writer's block.

Editing is one of the most importpnt tasks a writer must

perform. It is not a subprocess in itself," but rather a

re-application di4'gUbprocesses to pa'r'tially finished products.
117'

With respect tottideat discovery the editing process helps in

choosing the'most interesting and relevant ideas, as well as. in

clarifying, redefining, extending, or constraining Ideas

op

formulated initially. With respect to manipulating ideas,, it may

lead to re-structuring groups or to e-defining the relations

that-hold ideas together. With'respeat to,.structure, it helps by,
g.

refining the match between the structure produced and structural

38
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constraints. 'This view of editing suggests several research
.

questions:

-What are the strategies for editing?

.-What conditions trigger different writers to edit?

- What is the relation of criticism to editing?

-What is the relatidn of self-criticism to editing?,

How can'purpose constraints be applied during editing?

9. What Makes Writing Difficult to Learn?

Much of the difficulty of writing stems from the large

number of constraints that'must be'satisfied at the same time.

In expressing an idea the writer must consider at least four

structural levels: overall text stnictur,/,- paragraph structure,

sentence structure, and word-structure. Clearly the attempt to

coordinate all these requiretents is a staggering job. What

make% the learning _proce.ss particularly difficult, however, is

that the whole set of task components must be leSrned at once.

The. child has no opportunity, to set aside the pileblems Of

;spelling and syntax while learning to produce paragraph

structures. The teaching-methods we propose in'the next section

are designed to allow the ,beginning writer to concentrate on a

subset of the task, whi le still performing a communicative-act.

t,
One great difficulty for novice writers is maNtaining

4
connecive flow. Th'e relationships between ideas must be made

clear. Yet in order to write about an idea, the idea must be

expanded, downita.rd in terms of the successively lower levels of

paragraphs, sentences, words, aqd letters. This requires a great

35 -
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_,..,

many processett most of which are irrelevant. to the connection.
,_

..--

-.between the two.idea's, Having produced an-exriansioh%of the first

ideas' the, writer must jump back up*.to the idea level to recall

the desired connection, and' then produce a similarlyetailed

expansion of the sedond idea, together,,r4th an indication of'the

relationship between the two ideas. ,It it here that many writers-
,

experience most of their difficUlties.,

Sometimes Writers, pafticularly-dhildreh, becOme_lost in the

expansion_ process' of dowrivard expansion and lOse sight of tile high-level
., . .,..

relationships. they
..

origInally wanted to express. Down-sliding

, 1'

.
the phenomenon of gettinq,;pulled-into Ler and More lOcal levels

-

of task processing - A a very common obleM in Wilting, and in

,other domains as ,well. In writing and reading), educational,

practice has reinforce d: the natural tendency towards

down - sliding, with the result that many Children focus almOst.

exclusively on lower-level task coimponents when,they_write.

Scardatalia's (in press) obgervations of children's prose N,

44.."

illustrate their difficulties in main airing connective flow.
(

.

She 'gives many examples in _which idea -lv. relationships° are

*inadequately expressed, even though the Icf-leVel structures of
<, : 1

syntax -and spelling are quite good. Thedevelopmental. increase

in the number of ideas that can be coordin ted probably reflects.

the fact that older children are mote practiced at text.

production: 'This means that the lower levels ,of '- structure no

ionger occupy all their attention, allowing them to spend more

`-resouides coordinating- ideas:
.

'1-
-
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10.Intermediate Tasks

N.. 1 4

-9,Our analysis of the writing process-suggests different ways
4,. $ .., e

it can 'be fractionated to ease the number of constraints that

a
A Cognitive Science Approach to Writing

must -be satisfied at any one time. Our earlier comparison of the

production of oral and written language suggests where children

. /
who have acquired oral skint fitay- have pr1 oblems in learning

,

writing skills. This comparAon in,turn suggests a number. of

intermediate tasks that children mighte,be given to, exercise the

di'fferent Aills needed for writing. ...- ;,f'' ,
..,

s,

,i * - t '

.1")
. la

10,1 qk,Di ering .Ideas "TasAs *

Some of the intermedia0, tasks for discovering ideas are the
.

.

following: (a) Work together at'cope4ing vdeas, (b -) Keep -0/

journal (this is Qan -old but effective task that helps both .4

c','
. / ..

beginners and eqert writers), (c) Discuss each othei'1 t, idea's as

st, ,

a group.

10.2 Man,tpuilating Ideas Tasks

Fqr manipulating
,

ideasr some of the following.e,inter4diate

.

tasks suggest themselvet: (A) Takes a set of ideas. ,and.. Make

explicit comparisons and contrasts .among the. ideas, (b) Putgisien

ideas into a hierarchical structure,.(c) Decide among given ideas

;which area most relevant.t0 tote purpose. / -

10.3 Producing Text Tasks

The basic idea. of the text generation tasks'is toSimPlify

the writing e4perierice by having :the child perform only 'par 't of

the tasic,,of writing. The parts of the task left to:the child can,
.

ai
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be progressively varied from simple- to complex% A'student:On be
fr

asked to write one level of a passage uhder conditions such that

all.other levels of text 'structure'are managed by .the teacher.

4't each level Of structure, a student can'be given pieces that

make up the next level end'asked to arrange.them in a coherent

whole. For example, at the text-structure level, he or she wotrld,

recelve,a collection of pare raphs to order into a text. At the

paragraph level, sentences d be given, and so on: In most

caset the pieces will be slightly rough, and, in particdiar they

will lack the appropriate connective plifOes. The student's job

ds to provide connections between the piedes, as well as to order

the pieces.
-2

Another intermediate task is to `take a given set of ideas

and put them into one of the structural forms, e.g., the pyramid

form. Next, the filled-out form is judged by peers in terms' of,'

not ifs' vcorrectness, ,but its comprehensibility, memorability,

enticingness, and persuasiveness. Such a task allows the,

beginning y;.iter to focus on text structure as 'a skill to be

rned, but does not destroy the communicative' purpose of

writing.

10.4 Editing Tasks
or.

Another way° to subdivide the writing process is to give

students a text to work on that'needs, editing. A few variations

of this idea are the following: *(a)The single-level.task. The

first.and,simplest task is for the person to edit on only one

level of text structure, given a,specialiy prepares text with

42
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errors only on that level. (b) The sequential-levels task. The

second task is for the person to edit on, one level when given ,a

text with errors on ,~several levels Ca simulatedfirst:draft).

(c) The murtiple-levels task. This task also uses a first-draft

text with errors on several levels,but- in- -this task the person

.

must edit on all the levels, instead of just one.

The single-level task provides a simplified arena in which

to discover how well a person understands rules at a given level

of structure.., It'r'allows,the student to set aside the problems of

attention - sharing' amotlig
#

ivarious,tasks; In addition, a person's
.,

accuracy onathe singlellevel task can be compared with accuracy .

on the other two tasks. 'This comparison provides an insight into-,

how well the person can use understanding of a giien level in a

more complex naturalistic context.

A particularly interesting comparison is that between a

person's performance on a- given level in the multiple-levels

task, and,performance on that same level in the single-level

'task. This comparison provides a measure ,of which levels,suffer

most when attention is divided among several levels. When a

novice writer has to deal with more than one level at once, the '

A

view of writing as ,fulfflling multiple constraints suggests that

editing will be "less accurate` than when only one level,is

4
involved. More specifically, a beginner's tenderdy to'down-slide

suggests that the novice, when §iven%mar than one level to deal(
,rg

with, will focus on the lowest ones. Th ..means that performance

',on the lowes of several levels will be more like single-task

performance than perfotmance on the high level. Performance on

the hi9heSt levels twill surfer most in a multiRle-levels task.

-39- 43
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:

. \
10.5 Self-Editing Tasks .? \

.

..--

Some
4

interesting,manipulations in the editing task can be
1 4. ''..

performed using a persks own writing. The simplest version of
i %

the task is simply to show or ,mad a piece written 'by the

Improved. To the" degree that a person detects 'problems and

,suggests imprOvements on a given level, we can infer

it can.

understanding of the structures for that level. A person's

ability, however, to identify problems explicitly may lag. behidd

implicit knqwledge of the area. Many instances,of this kind of
NY N

gap are reported-in the developmental literature; for example,

Gleitmap,''Gleitilan an Shipley (1972) and de' Villiers and de

Villiers J
..,

1974) have found that young "thildren can identify`
.

, .

sentences, as semantically and syntactically anomalous before'they

are able to correct them: Reople,oftencan differentiate good

writing fkom bad writing.even w hen they cannot themselves produce
v

.

, .

good writing. "This!sualests a set'of tasks that exercise ,a
,

. : ,
person's knolwledge about ,what constitutes good structure in

Oriting. For these tasks- the student's own text is altered -in

# various, ways, and en the student is asked to rate the goodnees

of the yritfng.

111

The basic procedure isas follows: First, the child writes

a passage on an assigned topic; second, the teacher produces one

or more altered,yersions the child's,passage; third,' the child

is showh ,the .altered pas'sages as . well as the original (but

1p.
retyped) passage and is asked to rate the passages f.or. goodness

of, writingg, and' fsr effectiveness at conveying, the writer's

1

4
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intent. Alterations can be made at any'of the structural' leVels

of text, and also in, the content. 'Both improvements and

degrada.tions of the text could be included. Further, alterations

cart vary in extent, from total reorganizations ofthe material to

11 11.20-

One intriguing question is the extent to which people prefer .

4
alterations over their own original versions. Informal

observations' of 'ourselves and other writers suggest that people

often prefer prose in which corrections have been made. If the
_0!

.

ideas are better organited, if appropriate connectives are added,

or if the syntax is corrected, students are likely to prefer an ,

altered version, to their own original. This intuition seems

obvious, but it has important implications. The extent to which

`a person prefers an alteration over his or her own, prose, when

asked to rate several variations,is a measure of the gap between,

the person's implicit knowledge about what,constitutesgood ,text

and the knowledge explicitly accessible to that person durihg

1cLstruction of prose. The systematic, description of the kinds

of alterations that a person is sensitive to Provides a windoW-

into knowledge that would otherwise be .inaccessibre to the

outside obserVer.

11. Conclusion

Analyses of the writing process are not 'new; writers,

literarY analysts and rhetoricians have all contributed usefla

insights. owever, their contributions have not in generarbeenr.

explicit enough to fo'rm a scientific basis for analyzing writing

- 41,4.5
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skills. The formalisms / we ar e exploring come from cognitive.

science, apd hence., historiCally from theoretical linguistics and

artificial intelligence. They are built on notions such as,

"debugging" (Brown, Burton is Hausmann, 1977); "succedsive

refinement" (Minsky, 1962).-and "constraint satisfaction" (Woods,

1976). Many of these notions arise from the computer' metaphor,

which says, not that writing ,(or thinking) is.a mechanical

process, but that. the language" used for describing computer

processes is the richest one available for expressing process
fr

theories in precise farms.
.7

The definition of a series of steps is only part of the

specification of a process model for yriting. Equally important

are considerations of timing and interactions' among the

subprocesses, i.e., the control structure issue (Nash-Webber and

Bruce, 1976). Some of the'control structure questions that need

to be addressed are the following:

-What strategies do writer's have .for determining which process

to work on? / .

-How does %a writer decide that the output of one process in

sufficient for a succeeding process to take over; e.g., that

ideas a have been grouped together well enough for, text
,

str Lure to be generated?

-H does a writer decide to redo a Process e.g.,

reformulate an idea or rewrite a paragraph?.
-

.
,

The cognitive science approach to writing, hen, is not a

unified
,

.. nified theory but, n the terminology of Our discussion, a

-

'device for generating ideas. 'The questiohs,Iisted here derive

C.

f
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from that approach; answers to them would be at least a step

toward a more complete theory of the process of writing.

(
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